PHD VIRTUAL OPEN WEEK 2021
PhD course in Metrology
The new logo!
PhD at Polito in Torino
Is it worth doing a PhD?

Is it worth doing a PhD at Polito?

YES it is, and YES it is!

Getting the PhD requires a hard work, but all over the world PhD people get a higher salary.

PhD people are looked for by many industries and are by definition not constrained to stay in the university.

The research in all universities never stopped!

If you are not afraid of work, if you are ready to put yourself in the game.

DO THE PHD!
And yes: doing PhD at Polito is better!

- PhD students are real students, with all student’ advantages, but have a grant AND the three years counts for retirement contribution
- Students may get a grant of more than 16800 € / year (About 1,400 € / months NET: the amount is NOT taxed and does not add up to other amounts) The grant is increased by 50% during the period the student possibly (probably!) stays abroad during his/her PhD
- Politecnico sends to INPS more than 6300 € /year
- Moreover: your age does not matter: we have students and old researchers doing the PhD!
- What will happen at retirement depends on what happens during your life, but these three years are not lost!
The Metrology PhD
Why Should I do my PhD in Metrology?

This PhD is established in cooperation with the Italian Metrologic Institute (INRIM)

Metrology is not meteorology!

Metrology is a weird name for a nice work

• Everything is a measurement! Students may find a placement everywhere: In the academy, in Metrologic Institutes, in the industry as an example for quality assurance
• PhD students are on the research bleeding edge, can go abroad, in universities and in primary Metrologic laboratories and have a high fidelity: either zero or one student dropped in every cycle
Which research for a PhD in Metrology

Several researches: from

APPLIED METROLOGY to TIME and FREQUENCY METROLOGY!

PhD in Metrology is broad band!

8 Research Areas at PoliTo, INRIM, CERN

You can get more details at

http://dottorato.polito.it/mlg/en/research_proposals)

One main event at the end of each PhD year, usually at Castello del Valentino, at the end of October, for all PhD students, not only in Metrology, to discuss the research, being admitted either to the final exam or to the following year
And now some testimonials

• Abroad in a Laser Industry to show you how a PhD in metrology is not restricted to the Academia: **Filippo Bregolin**

• In a research center like INRIM: **Stefano Palumbo**

• An on going student: **Leila Es Sebar**

• The first PhD student in Metrology: Science and Technique of Measurement: **it is me!**